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EVOLUTION OF TRADE THEORIES

Mercantilism

Absolute cost advantage (Classical)

Comparative cost advantage

Factor Proportions Trade

International Product Cycle

New Trade Theory

National competitive advantage



MERCANTILISM: MID-16TH CENTURY

❑ A trade theory prevailed during 16th to 19th centuries

❑ Mercantilists required their governments to restrict 

import while try to export so as to maintain trade 

surplus as much as possible.



MERCANTILISM: MID-16TH CENTURY

Major viewpoints of Mercantilism:

❑ The wealth of a nation is measured based on its accumulated 

wealth in terms of gold and silver (forget things like living 

standards or human development)

❑ Nations should accumulate wealth by encouraging exports and 

discouraging imports

❑ Favorable balance of trade indicates that a country is exporting 

more than it is importing. An unfavorable balance of trade 

indicates a trade deficit.



MERCANTILISM: MID-16TH CENTURY

Major viewpoints of Mercantilism:

❑ Theory of mercantilism aims at creating trade surplus and in 

turn accumulate nation’s wealth

❑ Problem with this theory is that excludes the fact that in 

some cases it is good to import

❑ If you completely refuse to import, the population will have 

to do without certain consumer items.



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

❑ The Scottish economist Adam Smith developed the trade 

theory of absolute advantage in 1776



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

❑ Adam Smith: Wealth of Nations (1776) argued:

Capability of one country to produce more of a product 

with the same amount of input than another country

A country should produce only goods where it is most 

efficient, and trade for those goods where it is not 

efficient

❑ Trade between countries is, therefore, beneficial

❑ Assumes there is an absolute balance among

nations



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

Assumptions:

• Two countries (A&B), both producing two products (x&y)

• Labour is the only factor of production and its productivity   

remains the same

• Perfect mobility of labour between the sectors within a  

country

• No mobility of labour between the countries

• Assumes perfect competition

– No transportation cost

– No restrictions on the movement of goods between the

countries (free trade)



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

• Assume, two countries, country A and country B producing 

only two commodities, x and y

• Suppose, A can produce x cheaper than B, and B can produce  

y cheaper than A

•   Means, A has an absolute advantage in the production 

of x and B in the production of y

• Thus, A will be better off concentrating on the production of x

and B on the production of y

•  A will export x to B, and B will export y to A



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

• Both countries will gain from the trade

– Results in specialization

– Increases productivity

• But what happens if A has absolute advantage in the 

production of both x and y?

• i.e., if A can produce x cheaper than B and it can produce y

much cheaper than B

• Should A produce both x and y and B nothing?



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

Specialization and trade allows each to 

produce and consume more

1 resource unit = 1 ton rice or

1/5 ton tea

Riceland

1 resource unit = 1/6 ton rice or

1/3 ton tea

Tealand

Example: 



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

Example: Trade Gains 



ABSOLUTE COST ADVANTAGE (CLASSICAL)

Limitations:

• Explains the causes of trade only when both the

countries enjoy absolute advantage in the production of at least 

one product

• Assumes that transportation costs are either nonexistent or 

insignificant, which may not always hold good

• Assumes that prices are comparable across countries, implying 

stability of exchange rate

• Perfect mobility of labour between sectors – labour may be 

mobile but to an extent



COMPARATIVE COST ADVANTAGE

❑ The most basic concept in the whole of international trade 

theory is the principle of comparative advantage, first 

introduced by David Ricardo in 1817.

❑ Nations can still gain from trade even without an
absolute advantage.



COMPARATIVE COST ADVANTAGE

❑ The principle of comparative advantage states that a 

country should specialize in producing and exporting 

those products in which is has a comparative, or relative 

cost, advantage compared with other countries and should 

import those goods in which it has a comparative 

disadvantage.

❑ law of comparative advantage refers to the ability of a 

country to produce a particular good or service at a lower 

opportunity cost than another party.



COMPARATIVE COST ADVANTAGE

Opportunity cost:

❑ A country has a Comparative Advantage in producing a good if 

the opportunity cost of producing that good in terms of other 

goods is lower in that country compared to other countries

❑ Even if countries do not have an absolute advantage, they can 

gain from trade by allocating resources based on their 

comparative advantage and trade with each other

Assumptions:
Mostly same as that of absolute advantage theory



COMPARATIVE COST ADVANTAGE

Illustration:
❑ Labour requirements (opportunity cost in the bracket)

❑ The relative price of one PC is 2 textiles in India (6/3),

while it is ½ textiles in the US

❑ Hence, PC is relatively cheaper in the US

❑ In the case of relative price of textiles, the reverse is the case

❑ US specializes in PCs

❑ India Specializes in Textiles

USAIndia

2 (2)3 (1/2)Textiles

1 (1/2)6 (2)PCs



COMPARATIVE COST ADVANTAGE

Specialization and trade allow each to 

produce and consume more

1 resource unit = 1 ton rice or

1/2 ton tea

Riceland

1 resource unit = 1/6 ton rice or

1/3 ton tea

Tealand

Example 2: 



COMPARATIVE COST ADVANTAGE

Example 2: Trade Gains 



COMPARATIVE COST ADVANTAGE

Limitations:

• The assumption that countries are driven only by the  

maximization of production and consumption, and not by 

issues out of concern for workers or consumers is a mistake.

• Only 2 countries engaged in production and consumption of 

just 2 goods?

• What about the transportation costs?

• Only resource – labour (that too, nontransferable)

• No consideration for ‘learning theory’


